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Abstract
The paper presents results of our long-term study on using image processing
and data mining methods in a medical imaging. Since evaluation of modern
medical images is becoming increasingly complex, advanced analytical and
decision support tools are involved in integration of partial diagnostic results.
Such partial results, frequently obtained from tests with substantial imperfec-
tions, are integrated into ultimate diagnostic conclusion about the probability
of disease for a given patient. We study various topics such as improving the
predictive power of clinical tests by utilizing pre-test and post-test probabil-
ities, texture representation, multi-resolution feature extraction, feature con-
struction and data mining algorithms that significantly outperform medical
practice. Our long-term study reveals three significant milestones. The first
improvement was achieved by significantly increasing post-test diagnostic
probabilities with respect to expert physicians. The second, even more sig-
nificant improvement utilizes multi-resolution image parametrization. Ma-
chine learning methods in conjunction with the feature subset selection on
these parameters significantly improve diagnostic performance. However,
further feature construction with the principle component analysis on these
features elevates results to an even higher accuracy level that represents the
third milestone. With the proposed approach clinical results are significantly
improved throughout the study. The most significant result of our study is
improvement in the diagnostic power of the whole diagnostic process. Our
compound approach aids, but does not replace, the physician’s judgment and
may assist in decisions on cost effectiveness of tests.
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multi-resolution image parameterization, association rules, principal compo-
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1 Introduction
Internal medicine and, in particular, cardiovascular medicine have a plethora of di-
agnostic imaging tests available to physicians to help identify various problems and
abnormalities. Diagnostic imaging uses a variety of methods to create pictures of
structures and function inside the human body. The choice of imaging technology
depends on exhibited symptoms, the part of the body being examined, and its cost
and availability. X-rays, computer tomography (CT) scans, nuclear medicine scans
(including scintigraphy), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and ultrasound
are all types of diagnostic imaging.
Many imaging tests are painless and easy. Some are slightly uncomfortable,
as they require the patient to stay still for a long time inside a machine. Certain
tests involve radiation, but these are generally considered safe because the dosage
is very low. In some imaging tests, an implement (a tiny camera or other sensing
device) is attached to a long, thin tube and inserted in the body. These procedures
are quite unpleasant and often require anaesthesia. If possible, such procedures
should preferably be replaced by less invasive ones.
Cardiovascular diseases, specifically coronary artery disease (CAD), are among
the world’s premier causes of mortality. Currently, cardiovascular disease diagno-
sis relies on diagnostic imaging tests that require expensive, specialized equipment
and trained personnel (both technicians and physicians) for efficient operation. The
goal of our research is to improve the diagnostics of CAD from a computational
perspective. Our early research on this topic, conducted between 1995 and 1998
[1] , showed that machine learning methods may enable objective interpretation of
available diagnostic images and, as a result, increase the accuracy and reliability of
the diagnostic process. Experiments conducted with various learning algorithms
showed that these were able to achieve performance levels comparable to those of
clinicians. The algorithms were also extended to deal with non-uniform misclas-
sification costs in order to perform ROC analysis to control the trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity. The ROC analysis showed significant improvements of
sensitivity and specificity of machine learning algorithms compared to the perfor-
mance of clinicians. The predictive power of standard tests can thus be significantly
improved using machine learning techniques.
The main problem with this study was that all data, including evaluation of di-
agnostic images, had to be provided by expert physicians, this causing a major data
acquisition bottleneck and a certain reluctance to accept the procedure in everyday
practice. In the current study, we aim to alleviate the data acquisition problem by
introducing algorithms for completely automatic evaluation (parameterization) of
diagnostic images and for suggesting the most useful (informative) resolutions [2].
In this process we also introduce a feature extraction method (principal component
analysis) that helps in achieving excellent results [3]. Our paper briefly describes
the methodology used and relates the results of both studies. It also introduces
assessment of the diagnostic power and the value of ROC analysis.
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1.1 Coronary artery disease
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the result of the accumulation of atheromatous
plaques within the walls of the coronary arteries that supply the myocardium with
oxygen. While the symptoms and signs of coronary artery disease are noted in
the advanced state of disease, most individuals with coronary artery disease show
no evidence of disease for decades as the disease progresses before the first onset
of symptoms finally arises (a sudden heart attack). As the coronary artery disease
progresses, there may be near-complete obstruction of the coronary artery, severely
restricting the flow of oxygen-carrying blood to the myocardium. Individuals with
this degree of coronary artery disease typically have suffered from one or more
myocardial infarctions, and may have signs and symptoms of chronic coronary
ischemia, including symptoms of angina at rest and flash pulmonary edema.
The usual clinical process of coronary artery disease diagnostics consists of
four steps:
1. evaluation of signs and symptoms of the disease and electrocardiogram (ECG)
at rest
2. ECG testing during controlled exercise
3. myocardial scintigraphy
4. coronary angiography
In this process, the fourth diagnostic level (coronary angiography) is consid-
ered to be the best reference method by physicians. Given that this diagnostic
procedure is invasive and unpleasant for patients, as well as relatively expensive,
there is an incentive to improve diagnostic performance of earlier diagnostic levels,
especially of myocardial scintigraphy [1, 4]. Approaches used for this purpose in-
clude applications of neural networks [5–7], expert systems [8], subgroup mining
[9], statistical techniques [10], and rule-based approaches [11].
In our study, we focus on various aspects of improving the diagnostic perfor-
mance of the third diagnostic level. Myocardial perfusion scintigraphy consists
of acquiring a series of medical images using an inexpensive and non-invasive
procedure when the patient is at rest and during a controlled physical exercise.
Subsequently, expert physicians use their medical knowledge and experience to
manually describe (parameterize) and evaluate the images, often with the help of
image processing capabilities provided by various imaging software.
Our first study was based on patients’ data compiled entirely by physicians
– either by extracting data from medical records, or from test results (ECGs and
scintigraphic images). Using these data, our machine learning algorithms showed
excellent diagnostic accuracy and reliability in the diagnosis of coronary artery
occlusions [4].
The current study presents an innovative alternative method to manual image
evaluation. The method consists of automatic multi-resolution image parameteriza-
tion, based on texture description with specialized association rules, coupled with
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image evaluation with machine learning methods. Since this approach yields a
large number of relatively low-level features (though much more informative than
simple pixel intensity values), we have used additional dimensionality reduction
techniques, either by throwing away some features (feature selection), or combin-
ing them into more informative, high-level features (feature construction). Our re-
sults show that multi-resolution image parameterization equals or even outperforms
physicians in terms of the quality of image parameters. By using automatic image
description parameters, diagnostic performance can be significantly improved with
respect current clinical practice.
2 Methods
2.1 Image parameterization
Image parameterization is a technique for describing bitmapped images with nu-
merical parameters - features or attributes. Traditionally, popular image features
are first- and second-order statistics, structural and spectral properties, and sev-
eral others. Image parameterization is used in quality control, identification, image
grouping, surveillance, image storage and retrieval, and image querying. Over the
past few decades, image parameterization has been extensively applied to medical
domains where texture classification is closely related to diagnostic process [12].
This complements medical practice, where manual image parameterization (eval-
uation of medical images by expert physicians) frequently plays an important role
in diagnostic process.
Images in digital form are normally described with spatially complex data ma-
trices. Such data, however, are insufficient to distinguish between the predefined
image classes. Determining image features that can discriminate between observed
image classes is a difficult task for which several algorithms exist [13]. They trans-
form the image from the matrix form into a set of numeric or discrete features
(parameters) that convey useful high-level (compared to simple pixel intensities)
information for discriminating between classes.
For the purposes of diagnosis from medical images, structural description seem
most appropriate [14]. Structural representations have several good properties like
invariance to global brightness and invariance to rotation. To obtain structural de-
scriptions, we applied spatial association rules to textures using the ArTex algo-
rithm (described in Sec. 2.3) Association rules algorithms can be used for describ-
ing textures if an appropriate texture representation formalism is used. Association
rules capture structural and statistical information and are very convenient to iden-
tify the structures that occur frequently and have most discriminative characteris-
tics.
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2.2 Image classification with machine learning methods
Provided that medical images are described with informative numerical attributes,
various machine learning algorithms can be used [15] to generate a classification
system (classifier) for patient diagnosis. Although many machine learning methods
are available, we decided to use decision trees, naive Bayesian classifiers, Bayesian
networks, K-nearest neighbors, and support vector machines based on our previous
experience with medical diagnostics [1]and their use in other studies (e.g. [16, 17]).
Our early work in the problem of diagnosing the coronary artery disease from
myocardial scintigraphy images [2] indicates that the naive Bayesian classifier
gives the best results. Our results are consistent with several other studies [18, 19]
that also find that the naive Bayesian classifier frequently outperforms other, often
much more complex, classifiers in medical diagnoses. In addition, many authors
have established feature subset selection as a necessary step before decision tree
induction [20, 21], therefore this must be taken into account when classifying im-
ages.
The performance of a diagnostic test is described with diagnostic accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity:
accuracy =
#true positives + #true negatives
#all patients
sensitivity =
#true positives
#all patients with the disease
specificity =
#true negatives
#all patients without the disease
The true positives are all patients with the disease and a positive test result,
whereas the true negatives are all patients without the disease and negative test
result.
2.3 ArTex and ARes algorithms
For efficient heart-scintigraphy image classification we need an appropriate im-
age parameterization tool. The second study introduces the ArTex (Association
rules for Textures - ArTex) [22] algorithm for parameterizing textures with as-
sociation rules belonging to structural parameterization algorithms. The ArTex
algorithm gives a texture representation, which is an appropriate formalism that
allows straightforward application of association rules algorithms. This represen-
tation has several good properties like invariance to global lightness and invariance
to rotation. Association rules capture structural and statistical information and are
very convenient to identify the structures that occur most frequently and have the
highest discriminative power.
Initially, the ArTex algorithm was used for texture classification. We have
later discovered that it also performs well in heart-scintigraphy despite the fact
that scintigraphy images do not exhibit a pattern.
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The obtained high quality image parameters can be used to describe images
with a relatively small number of features, which allows their use in machine
learning process. Images of patients with known confirmed diagnosis can be used
as learning data that, in conjunction with the applied machine learning methods,
produces reliable decision support tools (classifiers) for the diagnostic problem at
hand. In order to justify the use of the ArTex algorithm, its performance was com-
pared to the performance of three other image parameterization algorithms (Haar
wavelets [23], Laws filters [24] and Gabor filters [25]).
The current study also introduces the improvement of the parameterization with
a multi-resolution approach. From our experiments with synthetic data, we have
observed that using parameterization-produced features at several different resolu-
tions usually improves the classification accuracy of machine learning classifiers
[26]. This parameterization approach is very effective in analyzing myocardial
scintigraphy. The algorithm ARes (ArTex with resolutions - ARes) for selecting
the resolution set yields more informative parameterization attributes when com-
bining the parameters from the proposed resolutions. The idea of the ARes algo-
rithm derives from the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm [27].
ARes was designed especially for structural image parameterization algorithms,
specifically for the ArTex algorithm. ArTex and ARes are independent of the used
machine learning algorithm.
A detailed presentation of both ArTex and ARes algorithms is given in [26].
The obtained texture parameters are subsequently used for image classification
with machine learning methods [15].
2.4 Dimensionality reduction with principal component analysis
Dimensionality reduction is a mapping from a multidimensional space into a space
of fewer dimensions. It is often the case that data analysis can be carried out in the
reduced space more accurately than in the original space. More formally, the di-
mensionality reduction problem can be stated as follows: given the a-dimensional
random variable x = (x1, . . . , xa) find a lower dimensional representation of it,
s = (s1, . . . , sk) with k < a, that captures the content in the original data, accord-
ing to some criterion.
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a linear transformation that chooses a
new coordinate system for the data such that the greatest variance by any projection
of the data set lies on the first axis (called the first principal component), the second
greatest variance on the second axis, and so on [28]. PCA can be used for reducing
dimensionality in a dataset while retaining those characteristics of the dataset that
contribute most to its variance by eliminating the lesser principal components (by
a more or less heuristic decision).
PCA is sometimes used to extract features directly from images in matrix form,
where pixel intensity values are used as primary features. Our experiments with
using such a feature extraction on CAD images produced such dismal results of
machine learning (on par with a simple majority classifier) that we were discour-
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aged to further pursue in this direction. So in the case of CAD diagnostics from
scintigraphic images, several thousands of ArTex/ARes-generated image features
are used as an input for PCA.
In our current study, we use PCA to reduce the high number of ArTex/ARes-
generated image features (several thousands), to more manageable levels (a few
tens of compound attributes that explain most of data variance).
3 Materials
In our early (1994) study, we used a dataset of 327 patients (250 males, 77 females)
selected from a population of approximately 4000 patients examined at the Nuclear
Medicine Department between 1991 and 1994. All selected patients had complete
diagnostic procedures (all four levels) [29], consisting of clinical and laboratory
examinations, exercise ECG, myocardial scintigraphy, and coronary angiograph.
The features from the ECG and scintigraphy data were extracted manually by clin-
icians. Angiography confirmed the disease in 229 cases and excluded it in 98
cases. 162 patients had suffered a recent myocardial infarction. Our experiments
were conducted on four problems. They differ in the amount of clinical and labo-
ratory data (attributes) available for learning, corresponding to different diagnostic
levels (Table 1).
Table 1: Old (1994) and new (2006) CAD data for different diagnostic levels. Of
the attributes belonging to the coronary angiography diagnostic level, in the new
study only the final diagnosis – the two-valued class – was used in experiments.
Diagnostic level study Number of attributes
Nominal Numeric Total
1. Signs and symptoms 1994 23 7 30
2006 22 5 27
2. Exercise ECG 1994 7 9 16
2006 11 7 18
3. Myocardial scintigraphy 1994 22 9 31
(+9 image series) 2006 8 2 10
4. Coronary angiography 1994 1 6 7
2006 1 6 7
Class distribution
1994 98 (29.97%) CAD negative229 (70.03%) CAD positive
2006 129 (46.40%) CAD negative149 (53.60%) CAD positive
In our recent (2006) CAD study we use a newer dataset of 288 patients who
completed clinical and laboratory examinations, exercise ECG, myocardial scintig-
raphy (including complete image sets) and coronary angiography because of sus-
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pected CAD. The features from the ECG an scintigraphy data were extracted man-
ually by the clinicians. Ten patients were later excluded for data pre-processing
and calibration required by ArTex/ARes, so only 278 patients (66 females, 212
males, average age 60 years) were used in actual experiments. In 149 cases the
disease was angiographically confirmed and in 129 cases it was excluded. The
patients were selected from a population of several thousands patients who were
examined at the Nuclear Medicine Department between 2001 and 2006. Again
we selected only the patients with complete diagnostic procedures (all four levels),
and for whom the imaging data was readily accessible. Some characteristics of the
dataset are shown in Table 1.
Although both data sets were collected in exactly the same way, there is a sig-
nificant difference in class distributions between the two sets (see Table 1). Due
to improved diagnostic clinical capabilities as well as an ageing population, the
patients included in our recent (2006) study are much more difficult to diagnose.
Although the total number of patients examined for CAD is increasing, an increas-
ing number of patients is being reliably diagnosed with less invasive diagnostic
tests. The population in our recent (2006) study therefore consists of patients that
defy reliable diagnostics on lower diagnostic levels, and thus represents a challenge
even for expert physicians.
Several patients in our 2006 dataset had already undergone cardiac surgery or
dilatation of coronary vessels. This clearly reflects the situation in Central Europe
with its ageing population. Our results are therefore not applicable to the general
population, and vice versa, general findings only partially apply to our population.
The myocardial scintigraphy group of attributes consists of evaluation of my-
ocardial defects (no defect, mild defect, well defined defect, serious defect) that
could be observed in images either while resting or during a controlled exercise.
They are assessed for four different myocardial regions: LAD, LCx, and RCA
vascular territories, as well as ventricular apex. Additional two attributes concern
effective blood flow and volumes in myocardium: left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) and end-diastolic volume (EDV).
In our clinical practice, four expert physicians regularly assess myocardial
scintigraphy images. They estimate the level of coronary artery congestion and
produce attribute values for different myocardial regions. The final diagnosis sum-
marizes the obtained attribute values. It is difficult to precisely describe how the
attribute values are determined, as it is based on years of experience and medical
knowledge of the myocardium. As an important step in data pre-processing, and
to insure reliability, an additional expert physician re-evaluated all images. Only
images whose original and retrospective diagnoses were in accord were retained
for the experiments.
3.1 Scintigraphic images
Scintigraphic images were obtained using the General Electric eNTE- GRA SPECT
camera, producing grayscale images with a 64 x 64 8-bit pixel resolution. Images
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were obtained while the patient was at rest and following a controlled exercise,
producing a total of 64 images. Due to patient’s movements and partial obscur-
ing of the heart muscle by other internal organs, these images were not suitable
for further use without heavy pre-processing. For this purpose, the ECToolbox
workstation software [30] was used to generate a series of 9 polar map images for
each patient. Polar maps were chosen because previous work in this field [31] had
shown that they have useful diagnostic value. Polar images, usually referred to as a
bull’s-eye plot, present the short axis section as rings of increasing diameter, with
the apex at the center and the base of the heart at the periphery. This allows quick
assessment of the number and the area of any defects at stress and rest. Compar-
ison with a database of normal images highlights areas of reduced activity which
meet a predefined criterion for significance, and subtraction images are produced
to illustrate the extent of reversibility. The 9 polar map images for each patient
consist of the following images [30]:
• three raw images (the stress image, and the rest image, and the reversibility
image, calculated as a difference between normalized rest and stress images);
• three blackout (defect extent) images (the stress image and the rest image,
both compared to the respective database of normal images, and suitably pro-
cessed). Again the reversibility image is calculated as a difference between
normalized rest and stress blackout images;
• three standard deviation images that show relative perfusion variance when
compared to the respective database of normal images.
An example of polar map images for three patients is shown in Figure 1. First
patient (A) exhibits very clear manifestation of CAD. The second patient (B) rep-
resents a moderate manifestation of CAD whereas the third patient (C) exhibits
atypical signs of the disease.
Unfortunately, in most cases (and especially in our specific population) the
differences between images taken during exercise and at rest are not as clear-cut as
shown in Figure 1. Interpretation and evaluation of scintigraphic images therefore
requires considerable knowledge and experience of expert physicians. Although
specialized tools such as the ECToolbox software can aid in this process, they still
require a lot of training and in-depth medical knowledge for evaluation of results.
4 Results
4.1 Experimental methodology
To objectively evaluate the proposed methodology, experiments were performed on
CAD images as well as synthetic data in the following manner. First, ten learning
examples (images or sets of nine 1 images for CAD) were excluded for data pre-
1Physicians observe typical polar maps taken after exercise, at rest, and their difference. For each
type the raw image, the blackout image, and the standard deviation image is used. (3×3 = 9 images)
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Figure 1: Typical polar maps taken after exercise, at rest, and their difference for
three patients exhibiting severe (A), moderate (B) and atypical (C) manifestation
of CAD. The first three rows show raw images, the second three show blackout
images, and the last three show standard deviation images. Black regions indicate
insufficiently perfused cardiac tissue (a potential defect).
processing and calibration of ArTex/ARes. Images from the remaining examples
were parameterized and only the obtained parameters were subsequently used for
evaluation. Further testing was performed in the ten-fold cross-validation setting:
at each step 90% of examples were used for building a classifier and the remaining
10
10% of examples were used for testing.
For CAD data diagnostics, the set of parameters generated from the set of nine
polar map images for each patient were reduced by extracting the ten most informa-
tive parameters using either feature extraction or feature selection methods. Feature
extraction consisted of applying PCA to the full set of parameters and retaining the
10 best principal components that together accounted for not less than 70% of data
variance. Feature selection consisted of applying ReliefF 2 [32] attribute quality
estimation and retaining only 10 best ArTex/ARes generated attributes. In addi-
tion, ten of the best attributes provided by physicians were also used, as estimated
by ReliefF.
In each cross-validation step the real-valued attributes were discretized in ad-
vance using the Fayyad-Irani [33] algorithm if the applied method (such as the
naive Bayesian classifier) required only discrete attributes.
We applied four popular machine learning algorithms: naive Bayesian classi-
fier, tree-augmented Bayesian network, support vector machine (SMO using RBF
kernel), and J4.8 (C4.5) decision tree. We performed experiments with both Weka
[34] and Orange [35] machine learning toolkits. For CAD diagnostics, aggregated
results of the coronary angiography (CAD negative/CAD positive) were used as
the class variable. The results of clinical practice were validated by careful blind
evaluation of images by an independent expert physician. Differences between
physician and machine learning results were evaluated for statistical significance
by using McNemar’s test [36].
4.2 Validation of the proposed approach
A thorough performance overview of the ArTex/ARes combination and compari-
son with the SIFT [27] algorithm and geometrical resolutions on synthetic data was
published in [26]. Tests were performed on eight synthetic datasets that are pub-
licly available [37, 38] and commonly used in testing the parameterization and clas-
sification algorithms. Performance was assessed with Friedman’s rank tests [36].
In seven of eight datasets ArTex/ARes significantly outperformed other methods.
In the remaining case the performance difference was not statistically significant
(p < 0.05).
The proposed ArTex/ARes combination was also used in the bone scintigraphy
diagnostics, where significant diagnostic improvements were achieved [14].
4.3 Results in CAD diagnostics
As described in Secs. 3 and 4.1, out of the 288 patients, 10 were excluded for
data preprocessing and calibration required by ArTex/ARes. These patients were
not used in further experiments. The remaining 278 patients with 9 images each
2ReliefF is an advanced algorithm for feature selection, as it is not ”near-sighted” and can be used
in real-world domains (improves certainty of estimates, deals with noisy and missing data and solves
multi-class problems).
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were parameterized for three resolutions in advance. ARes proposed three3 reso-
lutions: 0.95×, 0.80×, and 0.30× of the original resolution, producing together
2944 additional attributes (features, parameters). Since this number is too large for
most practical purposes, it was reduced either by applying feature selection (with
ReliefF) or by feature extraction (with PCA).
The ReliefF algorithm [32] was used to evaluate all 2944 features by assigning
each a numerical value. Features were ranked according to their relevance, and
only the topmost (most relevant) 10 features were used in subsequent experiments.
We also performed some experiments with other image parameterization ap-
proaches such as wavelet and DFT transform (Haar and Laws), Gabor filters and
SIFT features; they, however, invariably performed significantly worse than Ar-
Tex/ARes [26].
Experimental results are compared with diagnostic accuracy, specificity and
sensitivity of expert physicians after evaluation of scintigraphic images (Table 2).
The results of clinical practice were validated by careful blind evaluation of images
by the expert physician.
For machine learning experiments we considered five different settings that are
described in more detail in subsequent sections:
1. evaluation of machine learning methods only on physician-provided attributes
(Section 4.3.1, Table 2),
2. evaluation of all ArTex/ARres-generated attributes (Section 4.3.2, the first
half of Table 3),
3. evaluation of all ArTex/ARres-generated attributes together with all attributes
provided by physicians, (Section 4.3.2, the second half of Table 3),
4. evaluation of 10 best attributes (accounting for 70% of data variance) ex-
tracted by either ReliefF (the first half of Table 4) or PCA (the first half of
Table 5) from ArTex/ARres-generated attributes (Section 4.3.3),
5. evaluation of the same 10 best attributes extracted by either ReliefF (the
second half of Table 4) or PCA (the second half of Table 5) in conjunction
with 10 best attributes provided by physicians, as estimated by the ReliefF
algorithm (Section 4.3.3).
4.3.1 Contribution of machine learning methods on original attributes pro-
vided by physicians.
In this setup, only attributes provided by physicians were used for learning clas-
sifiers and subsequent classification in 10-fold cross validation setting. Thus we
can evaluate the contribution of machine learning methods alone. From Table 2
we can see that machine learning algorithms are approximately on the level of ex-
pert physicians when evaluating the original data, as collected by physicians. The
3A resolution of 0.30× means 0.30 · 64× 0.30 · 64 pixels instead of 64× 64 pixels
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Table 2: Diagnostic results of the physicians compared with results of machine
learning classifiers obtained from the original attributes, as extracted by physicians.
Results (classification accuracies) that are significantly (p < 0.05) different (better
or worse) from clinical results are emphasized.
All attributes provided by physicians
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Clinical 64.00 71.10 55.80
Naive Bayes 68.34 69.80 67.10
Bayes Net 67.14 68.20 66.70
SMO (RBF) 65.10 62.80 67.10
J4.8 57.19 53.50 60.40
Naive Bayesian classifier achieves significantly higher classification ((p < 0.05))
accuracy and slightly (insignificantly) lower sensitivity than physicians, while the
J4.8 decision tree achieves significantly lower classification accuracy. However, for
physicians, improvements of specificity are more important than improvements of
sensitivity or overall classification accuracy, since increased specificity decreases
the number of unnecessarily performed higher-level diagnostic tests, and conse-
quently shorter waiting times for truly ill patients. Unfortunately, no applied ma-
chine learning method attained this goal at this stage.
4.3.2 Evaluation of all attributes generated by ArTex/ARres
To establish the adequacy of the multi-resolution approach, we first examine results
obtained by using all the parameters provided by ArTex/ARes (Table 3). Results
show only a slight improvement of classification accuracy with respect to machine
learning on clinical data in both experimental setups (image attributes only, and
both image and physicians’ attributes).
In case of using only image attributes (upper half of the Table 3) we have a truly
automated approach where diagnosis is proposed without any physician involve-
ment. While the experimental result by itself look very nice, as they significantly
improve diagnostic accuracy with respect to physicians, they do not improve in all
three criteria (diagnostic accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity).
From Table 3 we can also note that some machine learning algorithms — es-
pecially decision trees and surprisingly SMO4 have some trouble handling a huge
number (2944) of additional attributes with only 278 learning examples. This leads
to overfitting the learning data and reduction of diagnostic performance. When us-
ing all 2944 attributes, the naive Bayesian classifier produced best results – signif-
icantly better than physicians as well as other tested machine learning algorithms.
Using these 2944 attributes together with the physician-provided attributes again
4Support vector machines are supposed to perform well on high-dimensional data.
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Table 3: Experimental results of machine learning classifiers on parameterized im-
ages obtained by using all available ArTex/ARes attributes as well those provided
by physicians. Results in diagnostic accuracy that are significantly (p < 0.05)
different from clinical results are emphasized.
All image attributes
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 70.14 68.50 72.10
Bayes Net 69.20 68.10 70.30
SMO (RBF) 61.15 58.10 63.80
J4.8 59.71 63.80 55.00
Clinical 64.00 71.10 55.80
All image and physicians’ attributes
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 70.50 69.10 72.10
Bayes Net 69.80 68.30 71.40
SMO (RBF) 69.40 69.80 69.10
J4.8 65.10 60.50 69.10
slightly improves the classification results. This improvement was significant in
two of three cases. Especially notable is the improvement in the previously low-
performing J4.8 (decision trees) and SMO, as they clearly cannot extract all the
available knowledge from a large set of individual, possibly correlated attributes.
It is reasonable to assume that physicians’ attributes are considerably more
complex and much more informative than simple numerical features provided by
ArTex/ARes. From machine learning and data mining theory [15] we know that
machine learning algorithms benefit considerably by using dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques. Specifically, extraction of new, less numerous possibly uncorre-
lated and more informative composite features usually contribute to more success-
ful machine learning (in terms of higher classification accuracy and larger area
under ROC curve – AUC).
4.3.3 Evaluation of best attributes extracted by PCA from ArTex/ARres-
generated attributes
In this setting, we either extracted 10 best principal components (linear combina-
tions of original ArTex/ARes attributes) by PCA, or selected 10 best original at-
tributes with ReliefF from the set of 2944 ArTex/ARes attributes. We also enriched
the data representation by using the same number (10) of best physicians’ attributes
as evaluated by ReliefF and compared with the results of machine learning.
Tables 4 and 5 and Figures 2 and 3 depict the results. It is gratifying to see that
without any special tuning of learning parameters, the results are in all cases sig-
nificantly better than the results of physicians in terms of classification (diagnostic)
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accuracy. Especially good results are that of the naive Bayesian classifier (Table
5), that improve in all three criteria: diagnostic accuracy (by 17.3%), sensitivity
(by 23.4%) and specificity (by 12.6%). Another interesting issue is that includ-
ing the best physician-provided attributes does not necessarily improve diagnostic
performance (SMO, J4.8 in Table 5). It seems that there is some level of redun-
dancy between physicians’ and principal components generated from ArTex/ARes
attributes that bothers some methods more than the others. Consequently, it seems
that some of automatically generated attributes are (from the diagnostic perfor-
mance point of view) at least as good as the physician-provided ones, and may
therefore represent new knowledge about CAD diagnostics.
Table 4: Experimental results of machine learning classifiers on parameterized im-
ages obtained by selecting only the best 10 attributes from either ArTex/ARes (also
combined with 10 best attributes provided by physicians). Classification accuracy
results that are significantly better (p < 0.05) than clinical results are emphasized.
ArTex/ARes
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 69.4% 58.9% 78.5%
Bayes Net 69.4% 58.9% 78.5%
SMO (RBF) 71.9% 65.1% 77.9%
J4.8 70.9% 61.2% 79.2%
Clinical 64.0% 71.1% 55.8%
ArTex/ARes+physicians
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 74.8% 70.5% 78.5%
Bayes Net 74.4% 69.8% 78.5%
SMO (RBF) 73.4% 65.9% 79.9%
J4.8 68.0% 63.6% 71.8%
4.4 Explaining the meaning of the new attributes.
Since the diagnostic performance of machine learning methods turned out to be
significantly better than that of expert physicians, a question whether some new
knowledge had been induced from images is imminent. To gain some insight
into the new attributes, we performed an analysis of associatons between best
physician-provided and Artex/ARes-generated attributes.
– When reviewing associations between in ARES-generated and physicians’ at-
tributes, several highly confident (more than 99%) rules of shape ”IF sex=Male
AND value of ARES attribute is high THEN lbbb is absent” surfaced. Left bun-
dle branch block (lbbb) is a cardiac conduction abnormality seen on the elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) and if present, may cause false readings of scintigrams.
It seems that some generated attributes describe the absence of this anomaly in
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Table 5: Experimental results of machine learning classifiers on parameterized im-
ages obtained by selecting only the best 10 attributes from PCA on ArTex/ARes
(also combined with 10 best attributes provided by physicians). Classification ac-
curacy results that are significantly better (p < 0.05) than clinical results are em-
phasized.
PCA on ArTex/ARes
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 81.3% 83.7% 79.2%
Bayes Net 71.9% 69.0% 74.5%
SMO (RBF) 78.4% 76.0% 80.1%
J4.8 75.2% 78.3% 72.5%
Clinical 64.0% 71.1% 55.8%
PCA on ArTex/ARes+physicians
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Naive Bayes 79.1% 82.9% 75.8%
Bayes Net 79.1% 83.7% 75.2%
SMO (RBF) 76.6% 77.5% 75.8%
J4.8 74.1% 73.6% 74.5%
male patients. Another interesting type of rules associates (although with lower
confidence about 70%) values of some ARES attributes with results of scintig-
raphy during rest and controlled exercise, and thus supports (or even improves
on) physicians’ findings. An example of such a rule is ”IF no anomalous read-
ing at rest AND value of ARES attribute is high THEN no anomalous reading
during exercise”.
– When reviewing associations between principal components and physicians’
attributes, we found two rules associating two PCA components with low HDL
level and diabetes with confidence of about 90%. There were also a few rules
relating PCA attributes with scintigraphic results in LCx territory (both during
rest and stress), also with confidence over 90%.
In the analysis of graphical representation of causal networks (Figure 4, results
shown for PCA+physicians only), causal relations are indicated by edges in the
graph between scintigraphic attributes describing test results in RCA and LCx
territories during rest and stress, for both ARES- and PCA-on-ARES- generated
attributes. Although there are some similarities between physicians and associa-
tion rules or causal networks, it seems that the new attributes convey considerably
different diagnostic information and may therefore contribute new medical knowl-
edge.
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Figure 2: Comparison of clinical results and results of machine learning classifiers
on parameterized images from Table 5.
4.5 Assessing the diagnostic power
In order to assess the diagnostic power of our compound approach, we applied
the post-test probability calculation method as described in [40] for assessing re-
liability (probability of a correct diagnosis) of machine learning classifications in
stepwise diagnostic process, To determine the pre-test probability we applied tab-
ulated values (Table 6) as given by [41]. For each patient, the table was indexed by
a subset of “signs and symptoms” attributes (age, sex, type of chest pain).
For both physicians and machine learning methods we calculated the post-test
probabilities in the stepwise manner, starting from the pre-test probability and pro-
ceeding with evaluation of signs and symptoms, exercise ECG, and myocardial
scintigraphy. For myocardial scintigraphy, physicians achieved 64% diagnostic ac-
curacy, 71.1% specificity, and 55.8% sensitivity. For the reliability threshold of
90%, 52% of diagnoses could be considered as reliable (their post-test probabil-
ity was higher than 90% for positive, or lower than 10% for negative diagnoses).
On the other hand, naive Bayesian classifier achieved for myocardial scintigra-
phy 81.3% diagnostic accuracy, 83.7% specificity, and 79.2% sensitivity. For the
reliability threshold of 90%, 69% of diagnoses could be considered as reliable. Im-
provement in 17% of reliable diagnostic accuracy is a result of 19% improvement
for reliable positive diagnoses, and 16% for reliable negative diagnoses.
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Figure 3: Improvements of machine learning classifiers on parameterized images
from Table 5 relative to clinical results (baseline 0%).
Table 6: Pre-test probabilities for the presence of CAD.
Sex Age Asymptomatic Nonang. Atypical Typical
patients chest pain angina angina
Female 35-44 0.007 0.027 0.155 0.454
45-54 0.021 0.069 0.317 0.677
55-64 0.054 0.127 0.465 0.839
65-74 0.115 0.171 0.541 0.947
Male 35-44 0.037 0.105 0.428 0.809
45-54 0.077 0.206 0.601 0.907
55-64 0.111 0.282 0.690 0.939
65-74 0.113 0.282 0.700 0.943
We also depict results of both physicians’ and automatic approach in ROC
curves, obtained by varying reliability threshold between 0 and 1 (Figures 5(a) and
5(b)). A fully automatic approach (Naive Bayes on parameterized images) has con-
siderably higher ROC curve than physicians, both for reliable positive (AUC=0.90
vs. 0.82) and reliable negative patients (AUC=0.91 vs. 0.83). Of improvements
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PCA 1
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PCA 2
Stress LAD
PCA 5
Low HDL
PCA 0
Stress LCx
Figure 4: Causal network of best physician-provided and best four PCA-generated
attributes (linear combination of ArTex generated attributes). Arrows represent
cause-effect relations, as induced from learning data by the TAN algorithm [39].
Bold black line represent strong positive causality, whereas bold gray line repre-
sents negative causality.
Explanation of abbreviations: LCx – left circumflex, LAD – left anterior descend-
ing and RCA – right coronary artery → these abbreviations denote the location of
the ischemia (restriction in blood supply); HDL – the level of HDL cholesterol.
in positive and negative reliable diagnoses, by far the more important is the 16%
improvement for reliable negative diagnoses. The reason for this is that positive pa-
tients undergo further pre-operative diagnostic tests in any case, while for negative
patients diagnostic process can reliably be finished on the myocardial scintigraphy
level.
4.6 Summary of the results achieved through the study
Table 7 summarizes experimental results of our earlier (1994) study [4]. Compared
to our current study, both diagnostic accuracy and sensitivity were considerably
higher, whereas specificity was about the same. According to expert physicians’
explanation this is a direct consequence of aging population and improved early
diagnostic tests. Therefore, our current study comprises a population that is much
more difficult to diagnose reliably.
In Table 8 we summarize results on the new (2006) study and compare them
with results from clinical practice (Table 8, first row). It is obvious that machine
learning algorithms have some trouble when handling a huge number (2944) of at-
tributes, with only 278 learning examples (Table 8, second and third row). This can
lead to overfitting the learning data and thus lower their diagnostic performance.
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Only naive Bayesian classifier is significantly better than physicians when using
all 2944 attributes. However, using these 2944 attributes together with the original
attributes invariably improves the physicians’ results, in two of three cases even
significantly.
Table 7: Experimental results of our earlier (1994) CAD study compared to respec-
tive expert physicians’ results.
Results of earlier (1994) study Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Physicians 83% 85% 83%
Naive Bayes (scintigraphy) 90% 81% 94%
Naive Bayes (all attributes) 91% 81% 96%
Most utilized learning algorithms benefit considerably from attribute filtering.
In all cases the results are significantly better than the results of physicians. Espe-
cially good results are that of naive Bayesian classifier, which improves diagnostic
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity (Table 8, fourth row). Attributes were filtered
with the ReliefF algorithm [32, 42]. However, even better results are achieved
by extracting higher-level, compound attributes with principal component analysis
(Table 8, fifth row).
Table 8: Diagnostic performance of machine learning classifiers achieved over the
study. Results (classification accuracies) that are significantly (p < 0.05) better
than clinical results are emphasized.
Study description Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
1. Clinical results 64.0% 71.1% 55.8%
2. Machine learning results on All attributes provided by physicians
the original attributes 68.34 69.80 67.10
as extracted by physicians.
3. Results of machine learning All image (2944) and basic attributes
on parameterized images 70.50 69.10 72.10
obtained by using all All image attributes (2944)
available attributes. 70.14 68.50 72.10
4. Results of machine learning 200 best image and basic attributes
on parameterized images 74.10 79.80 69.10
obtained by selecting only 200 best image attributes
the best 200 attributes. 72.30 79.80 65.80
5. Results on parameterized images PCA on ArTex/ARes
obtained by selecting the best 81.3% 83.7% 79.2%
10 attributes from PCA on PCA on ArTex/ARes +
ArTex/ARes parameters 10 best basic attributes
79.1% 82.9% 75.8%
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(a) ROC curves for reliable positive diagnoses. AUCs are respectively
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(b) ROC curves for reliable negative diagnoses. AUCs are respectively
0.83 (for physicians) and 0.91 (for automated diagnostics).
Figure 5: Comparison of ROC curves, obtained by varying reliability threshold
between 0 and 1, for reliable positive and negative diagnoses.
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5 Discussion
A major bottleneck in clinical evaluation of medical imaging test results is that
expert physicians need to be involved – by using their medical knowledge and ex-
perience as well as image processing capabilities provided by various imaging soft-
ware – to manually describe (parameterize) and evaluate the images. We describe
an innovative alternative to manual image evaluation - automatic multi-resolution
image parameterization based on spatial association rules (ArTex/ARes) supple-
mented with feature selection or (preferably) feature extraction. Our results show
that multi-resolution image parameterization equals or even betters the physicians
in terms of diagnostic quality of image parameters. By using these parameters for
building machine learning classifiers, diagnostic performance can be significantly
improved with respect to the results of clinical practice. We also explore relations
between newly generated image attributes and physicians’ description of images.
Our findings indicate that ArTex/ARes with PCA is likely to extract more useful
information from images than the physicians do, as it significantly outperforms
them in terms of diagnostic accuracy, specificity and sensitivity.
Utilizing machine learning methods can help interns or inexperienced physi-
cians to reliably evaluate medical images and thus improve their diagnostic accu-
racy, sensitivity and specificity. From the practical use of described approaches
two-fold improvements of the diagnostic procedure can be expected. Higher di-
agnostic accuracy (up to 17.3%) and sensitivity (up to 23.4%) represent a very
considerable gain. Due to higher specificity of tests (up to 12.6%), fewer patients
without the disease would have to be examined with the invasive and possibly
dangerous coronary angiography. Together with higher sensitivity this would save
money and shorten the waiting times of the truly ill patients. Also, new attributes
generated by ArTex/ARes with PCA are invoking considerable interest from expert
physicians, since they significantly contribute to increased diagnostic performance
and may therefore convey some novel medical knowledge of the CAD diagnostics
problem.
Finally, we need to emphasize again the caveat that the results of our current
study are based on data from a significantly restricted population and therefore may
not be generally applicable to the normal population or to all the patients coming to
the Nuclear Medicine Department, University Clinical Centre Ljubljana, Slovenia.
5.1 Future work
The utilized combination of machine learning and image parameterization algo-
rithms opens a new research area of multi-resolution image parameterization and
could be utilized in several medical, industrial and other domains where textures or
texture-like surfaces are classified. The resolution selection algorithm ARes can be
improved with additional domain-specific resolution search refinements, and with
heuristic methods for controlling selection of resolutions.
In our case study – the CAD diagnostics problem – we intend to concentrate
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even more on improving the diagnostic performance of the myocardial perfusion
scintigraphy and assess problem-dependent criteria for resolution quality. We will
study in-depth relations between automatically generated and physician-provided
attributes and try to establish the possible correspondence between them. Poten-
tial improvements of the parameterization and classification scheme will be used
in the post-test probability estimation setting [40] for evaluating the reliability of
machine-generated diagnoses.
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